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Lidia Głuchowska 

Bruno Schulz, Klisza Werk and ‘The Ephemeral Theatre of One Photograph’. 

 

The name of ‘The Ephemeral Theatre of One Photograph in Consecutive Shots’ was given by 

Wojciech Zawadzki, the god-father of this project, to the first part of the open cycle created by 

Mariusz Kubielas. This definition was repeated after him by some of the reviewers of the twenty 

presentations of this project which have been made so far. The critics often emphasize that 

preparing certain shots took weeks spent on arranging the theatrical character of the exhibition 

rooms and examining the display conditions. 

It is not only the process of creating the At Schulz’s cycle which is quasi-theatrical in its 

character. The magical set occurs also during some of the presentations of these photographs, for 

instance, at the exhibition in the City Museum in Żywiec, where the strategy of participating and 

cooperatively creating the content of the art work was activated. While arranging this exposition, 

their authors designed for the viewer the possibility to enter the image internalized on 

photographic paper. [However,] analyzing the quasi-theatrical character of the At Schulz’s cycle 

more precisely one can conclude that the most adequate comparison for this art is not theater but 

rather frozen frames of a silent film or a pantomime registered by a photograph. The scenes 

presented in these photographs do not develop in time and do not present particular stages of 

movement or famous metamorphoses described by Schulz but instantaneous states which, when 

watched in the catalogue by turning the pages quickly or at the exhibition one after another, step 

by step appear to us consecutively like in the kaleidoscope or in the magical Kaiser Panorama 

which isolates them from daily life.  

     *** 

The photographs from the At Schulz’s cycle have been created since October, 2004 when 

Mariusz Kubielas invented the scenario of the first one, realized in March 2005. The initial 

version of the set of 9 photograms on the traditional bromine-and-silver-covered paper was 

completed and presented in 2006 and then partly in 2008 and again after modifications in 2009. 

With time a parallel series of images was created in the form of digital print-outs, a result of 

scanning the negatives. A connoisseur version of this set is planned, realized by means of the 

historical photographic techniques, including the pigment technique.  

The immortalizing the theatrical scenes is achieved by an arduous method of trial and error. 

Sometimes, the final effect is preceded by several shots of one scene, sometimes – by as many as 

several films. In order to make the photo of the ‘levitating father’ they exposed to light ten films!  
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Such an arduous process of realizing the ideas provides a studio-based as well as unique example 

of implementing the dictum so-called pure photography, which the Jelenia Góra School of 

Photography is famous for and which has been developed on the basis of the idea of elementary 

photography, so popular in this community in the early 1980s and observable in the photographs 

of American and Czech artists such as Weston, Evans or Sudek. It is characterized – to put it 

simply – by applying large-scale cameras and producing traditional contact prints which are both 

documentary and deeply personal’. Following this tradition, the author of most of the scenarios 

and photographs in the At Schulz’s series emphasizes that all the black-and-white images are 

made without computer modifications. 

The informal art group Klisza Werk which continues an individual project initiated by Mariusz 

Kubielas was formed on his initiative at the end of 2009. Since the year 2011, it has been defined 

by the name which somehow ennobles the anachronism of their creation strategy applied by the 

team disapproving of computer modifications to the image. It alludes phonetically to the quasi-

photographic cliché-verre technique, equally outdated even at Schulz’s time, which consisted in 

etching on black, processed material of the negative exposed to light by means sharp tools. The 

meaning of the group’s name is also a combination of the Polish word ‘klisza’ (photographic 

film) and the German word Werk (work of art). 
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Mariusz Kubielas was the inventor of the project and the scenarios. Then Jakub Grzywak became 

his assistant by documenting the creation process in the series of color photographs, parallel to 

the artistic ones, which revealed the secrets of the creation process and the arduous process of 

constructing scenes and recaptured the enthusiastic atmosphere on the shooting location. His 

works are as a rule stylistically as well as technologically different from the first shots of the 

cycle, so much admired by those who have been observing this project since its beginning. But 

undoubtedly, the appearance of a new person in this project attracts the attention of new viewers, 

especially those also interested in the ‘construction in progress’.  

     *** 

While describing his magic prop room enabling him to create the visions infected by Schulz’s 

imagination, Mariusz Kubielas claims proudly: ‘I had to construct quite a large shelter 10 x 5 

meters holding not only clothes, crates or dishes, but also beds and wardrobes. The collection of 

props is constantly growing because I often pick objects discarded by different people from their 

old attics and sometimes my friends joke that I have a Żywiec version of Kurt Schwitters’ Merz 

Column.. These objects are used to reconstruct the scenes inspired by the writer, just like the 

prose of the master from Drohobych evokes afterlife, the backstage of reality. 

The actors/models of Klisza Werk often play many roles, lending their physiognomy to many 

characters of Schulz’s prose. That proves the dominant principle of the total masquerade and the 

lack of authenticity of human actions and interactions. In reference to the concept of the total 

masquerade, the process of bringing to life the senses generated by The Cinnamon Shops and The 

Sanatorium at the Sign of the Hourglass in the photographs under discussion here enables us to 

reinterpret Schulz’s achievements. While most of the specialists on his prose associate the 

visions of the writer with the mental atmosphere of the fin de siècle and the First World War 

(sometimes they emphasize the possibility of his encounter with the aesthetic of the Expressionist 

movie), it seems that his catastrophism and obsession with alienation staged also in the 

photographs of the Klisza Werk duo, originated to an equal extent from the spirit of the 1930s 

crisis. The process of association, i.e. combining real elements into unreal wholes, so typical of 

his visions [as well as of the photographs by Klisza Werk] aims to evoke the impression that 

these associations are real. This idea was also described in the article on photomontage by 

Debora Vogel, the same writer who was for Schulz the mastery partner and with whom he 

created the model of Cinnamon Shops. Although he did not realize his artistic visions in this 

technique, it seems that combining the real with the unreal could be regarded as the characteristic 

feature of his writing method. In fact, it was the writing style rather than his graphics – which 

will be discussed later on – that inspired staged photographs consisting of heterogenic elements 

of reality and in a purely technical sense free of photomontage. Apart from the content of their 

works, that would be another link between the achievements of Schulz and Klisza Werk. 
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*** 

The photographs of Klisza Werk were described as ‘funny as well as intelligent pieces of art’ by  

one of the reviewers of the exhibition Myth and Melancholy which was held recently. Contrary to 

what many commentators of these works imply, they are an interpretation rather than an 

illustration of Schulz’s prose and provide a proposal of the inter-semiotic translation of this 

literature. Although the author would be reserved to various forms of this translations, a number 

of attempts have been made to translate this prose inter-semiotically by not only the 

abovementioned film directors and photographers but also the authors of illustrations to his 

works such as: Jan Lebenstein (Hommage de Bruno Schulz [sic!], 1968), Olga Siemaszkowa or 

Roman Cieślewicz, the author of twelve photomontages inspired by Schulz’s writings (1963).  

Given that their works have never been published together with Schulz’s literature, Klisza Werk 

may be proud of publishing the photograph The War of the Powers (by Kubielas) on the cover of 

the newest publication of Schulz’s prose. 

 
Even the first critics of Schulz’s writings indicated the romantic and symbolic concept of 

correspondances, as the tradition which is the closest to him and which constitutes the potential 

of his prose to inspire and generate image. Also the photographs from the which capture only a 

specific ‘fruitful moment’, a notion coined by baroque art theoreticians, evoke action and 
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narration at least by a frequent application of a diagonal, dynamic composition or phantomlike 

shots of flapping bird’s wings, hovering feathers or dust lit by diffuse light. 

The sense in these photographs is continued not only by the image but also by the synthetic text 

by Schulz, which is updated and quoted in quite large fragments as well as by the poetic titles of 

works which – as mentioned above – sometimes include witty puns or neologisms, which can be 

noticed for example in the title Annunciation of Truskavets Jam (which is an allusion to both a 

stay in the once luxury Ukrainian resort of Truskavets and a strawberry jam, in Polish – dżem 

truskawkowy)  

 
Due to this literary component, the At Schulz’s project would be comparable in a purely 

structural layer to the unique comic strip by Dieter Jüdt Heimsuchung und andere Erzählungen 

von Bruno Schulz (1995), who also applies wide quotations.  

It is not a coincidence that the works by Bruno Schulz and Klisza Werk have a lot in common. 

Like Schulz, who while creating an Idolatry Book took inspirations by recognized works of other 

artists, as proved by such meaningful titles as To Cythera, Spring Holiday or The Infant and Her 

Dwarfs, the authors of the At Schulz’s project activate inter-textual strategies and often use 

artistic allusions. As result of that they created such photographs as The Death in Parts 

‘mocking’ The Death of Marat  
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by Jacques-Louis David, The Zest for Creation whose gesture quotes The Creation of Adam by 
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Michelangelo or The Great Glazing – The Mother Was Still not Present Then, Though which 

placed the tale about the authentic book, intellect and eroticism in the context of reflections of 

Marcel Duchamp, the propagator of anti-art. Sometimes, only a literary metaphor and ancient 

mythology are in the At Schulz’s cycle subject to degradation, like in a witty and hyper-literal 

scatological scene with Arcadian Pan.  

Nevertheless, there seems to be even more differences and reductions. Although by degrading 

reality Bruno Schulz and Klisza Werk document the bankruptcy of the real and create in their 

works the time and space of myth and dreams, they do it differently. The writer describes 

numerous images of vegetation and swollen matter which do not appear so often in the 

photographs. While Schulz creates the myth of the genius loci of Drohobych as if in accordance 

with the essay of his contemporary photomontage artist Janusz Maria Brzeski about ‘cities 

waiting for their directors’, Klisza Werk avoids an urban setting and prefers the vision of an 

oneiric house – a claustrophobic universe. 

Sometimes the pantomimic condensation of the vision inspired by Schulz brings unexpectedly 

successful effects like in the case of The Ultrasound, or Listening by Whispering  

 
with the resonance tube placed on the wall and the narcissistic reflection of the model in the 

mirror. Also the photographs The Wall of the Sexes provides a remarkable synthesis of Schulz’s 

description and is free from old-fashioned, hackneyed attributes. Another example is the 
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photograph The Magic of Stamp Album –  the vade-mecum of all knowledge – with the image of 

stamps in an exaggerated scale aspiring to the status of maps of an unknown world.  

 
This image, so important in the prose by Schulz and successfully exposed in the photographic 

project, makes the recipient aware of the nature of the media which are archaic nowadays and of 

the fascinations which have been replaced by television and the Internet. It is also worth 

mentioning that Schulz was not the only eulogist of stamp albums. Another author who wrote 

about them still in the year 1926 was Walter Benjamin. 
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The above particular interpretations of Schulz’s narratives are one of the signals of media 

evolution which distances the reconstruction of the vision occurring mainly in his prose and 

activated by means of inter-textual strategies and the perspective of contemporary recipient of 

staged photographs. The difference between this artistic perspective and the experiments of 

Klisza Werk makes the viewers aware of the existence of the post-modernist meta-text inscribed 

in these photographs. “The scene with Nemrod [claims Kubielas] is on the one hand an 

illustration but on the other hand it is our vision. It is marked by a contrast between the idyllic 

character of the early 1930s and the tragedy which came at the turn of the 1940s because in the 

background the viewers can see the people in prison stripped clothes.’ He also admits quite 

embarrassedly, while talking about the setting of Bird’s Aftervisions: ‘Only when I looked 

through the enlarger did I notice the bar code on the umbrella. […] Nowadays, we deliberately 

smuggle elements which symbolize modernity’. In the first photograph of the series, on the left, 

in the shade of the wardrobe, the viewers can see a box with the name of the local beer – 

‘Żywiec’... 

Postmodernist traces of contemporary times once again apply the inter-media circle and self-

reference strategy as the object of creation and make us aware that the actions undertaken by 

Klisza Werk are not meant to accurately illustrate Schulz’s prose and the topography of his 
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universe but to create the equivalent of his vision and the mental atmosphere characteristic 

especially of his prose.  

      *** 

The artistic experiment initiated by Kubielas and continued by Klisza Werk should be analysed 

in terms of transgression in the basic context of this notion defined as the transgression of ‘the 

source text’. This fact manifests itself on many levels, the most spectacular of which is the level 

of historical and postmodernist perspective visible in the roots of these apparently archaic 

photographs in contemporary iconography. The transgressions refer also to the additional 

contents which do not exist in The Cinnamon Shops or The Sanatorium at the Sign of Hourglass, 

to mention only two equally remarkable but completely different works presenting two poles of 

artistic possibilities of this photographic tandem from Żywiec. The first of them is The Woman 

Punishing the Piano in the Presence of Three Witnesses with an open space full of light, inviting 

the viewer inside that enticed not only the freaky menagerie but also the producer of a film made 

in the synagogue in Drohobych. The other one is The Particular Act of Tempting the Father by 

Means of an Oil Painting  

 
depicting somehow a dramatic monologue full of rhetorical questions in the scenery not 

described by Schulz. The transgression in this context refers also to crossing the borders between 

word and image, between photography and theater, between the total masquerade and 
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authenticity as well as to the transcendence of the barriers of sex and in other senses and 

contexts, such as the possibility of creating a meta-language and a meta-commentary not only to 

the works by Schulz but also to the individual self-biographical and self-referential perspective, 

visible for instance in creating a color set of documentary photographs.  

The At Schulz’s project is not only a meta-narration of a literary text permanently inscribed in the 

canon of Polish culture, and not only this one, but also a narration which is sometimes almost 

paradoxically autonomous and independent from this text but governed by the internal principles 

of logic and aesthetics of the series of photographs whose subsequent numbers do not correspond 

to the chronology of their creation. The project is, then, a form of confabulation, a variation on its 

‘source text’ which is mainly Schulz’s prose and to a minor extent – on his visual art. Its authors 

write their own text on the primary one not only with meaningful titles but also with images 

which add to the literary vision of the primary model constitute universal, contemporary as well 

as subjective and private annotations to the works by Schulz which correspond to it sometimes 

only on the basis of distant associations. In this context, it is a particular palimpsest – the 

overwritten text and the added image – governed by a specific licentia poetica. By bringing out 

new meanings, it contributes to the re-integration of the word and image, literally separated in 

Schulz’s works, and confronts us with ‘the genuine original’ from Drohobych.  
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The full version of this essay (with footnotes) has been just published as:  

Lidia Głuchowska, In the Magical Kaiser Panorama. Transgressions, Transformations, Re-

integrations. Bruno Schulz, Klisza Werk and Multimedia, in: Bruno Schulz – Klisza Werk – 

Transgresiones, red. / ed. Lidia Głuchowska, Wrocław:  Ośrodek Kultury i Sztuki we 

Wrocławiu / Miesięcznik  „Odra”, 2013, pp. 13-20.  ISBN: 978-83-62290-41-3 

 

 


